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ABSTRACT 
 

Steam condensation heat transfer on smooth horizontal tubes and enhanced tubes 
(TURBO-CDI and TURBO-CSL) along with nanoscale hydrophobic coated tubes was 
studied experimentally. Hydrophobic coatings have been created through self-
assembled mono layers (SAMs) on copper alloy (99.9% Cu, 0.1% P) surfaces to enhance 
steam condensation through dropwise condensation.  In general, a SAM system with a 
long-chain, hydrophobic group is nano-resistant, meaning that such a system forms a 
protective hydrophobic layer with negligible heat transfer resistance but a much 
stronger bond. When compared to complete filmwise condensation, the SAM coating on 
a plain tube increased the condensation heat transfer rate by a factor of 3 for copper 
alloy surfaces, under vacuum pressure (33.86 kPa) and by a factor of about 8 times when 
operated at atmospheric pressure (101 kPa). Lifetime of maintaining dropwise 
condensation is greatly dependent on the processing conditions.  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The final report for the DOE/NETL grant number DE-FG26-02FT41543 discusses the 
accomplishments of experimental investigation of advanced heat exchangers using 
tunable nanoscale-molecular assembly.  This final report includes the progress report for 
the Phase I year (period of September 1, 2002 to August 31, 2003). 

The concept of using self-assembled mono-layers is a very new novel technique for 
promoting dropwise condensation. The main objective of this research is to evaluate a 
novel coating technique using SAM (self assembled mono layers) for promoting 
dropwise condensation as virtually, every heat exchanger is a potential candidate for 
enhanced heat transfer. Benefits of enhancement include the possibilities of size 
reduction for the particular heat exchanger, reduced driving potential or required 
temperature difference for desired output, or reduced pumping power required for 
desired output and also its durability.   

Steam condensation heat transfer on smooth horizontal tubes and enhanced tubes 
(TURBO-CDI and TURBO-CSL) along with hydrophobic coated tubes was studied 
experimentally. Hydrophobic coatings have been created through self-assembled mono 
layers (SAMs) on copper alloy (99.9% Cu, 0.1% P) surfaces to enhance steam 
condensation through dropwise condensation. The use of self-assembled monolayers 
(SAMs) facilitates the deposition of desirable films that are only as thick as the 
composite molecules are long.  A polished copper alloy surface is oxidized to copper 
oxide on treatment with the hydrogen peroxide solution and the oxidized copper 
surface is reduced by the n-octadecyl mercaptan solution to form the ultra thin organic 
film.  Stearic acid solution was also used to form an ultra thin organic film on the surface. 
In general, a SAM system with a long-chain, hydrophobic group is nano-resistant, 
meaning that such a system forms a protective hydrophobic layer with negligible heat 
transfer resistance but a much stronger bond. When compared to complete filmwise 
condensation, the SAM coating on a plain tube increased the condensation heat transfer 
rate by a factor of 3 for copper alloy surfaces, under vacuum pressure (33.86 kPa) and by 
a factor of about 8 times when operated at atmospheric pressure (101 kPa). For the 
enhanced tubes with out any coatings they had an enhancement factor of about 2 times 
under vacuum pressure (33.86 kPa) over a plain tube with no coating, and for SAM 
coated enhanced tube there was no remarkable enhancement in condensation heat 
transfer as it did not show any dropwise phenomena.   Contact angles were measured 
for the SAM coated surface before and after experimentation.  Contact angle 
measurements are used to pre-determine the condensation mode for the SAM coated 
surfaces. Lifetime of maintaining dropwise condensation is greatly dependent on the 
processing conditions. If the data form these experiments are satisfactory, then there 
would be a revolution in designing and building commercial condensers, as it would 
drastically cut down the area and the money involved.  The results of the studies have 
been published in ASME conference proceeding. 

Dr. Kim (PI) has participated in the University Coal Research Contractors Review 
Meeting (2003) and presented the results of research under this grant.  Two PhD 
students actively participated in the project.                  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

There are two types of condensation exists, filmwise and dropwise condensation. When a 
liquid fully wets a cold surface in contact with the vapor, filmwise condensation takes 
place. In film condensation, the liquid condensate forms a continuous film over the 
surface. This film flows down the surface under the action of gravity, shear force due to 
vapor flow, or other flows. The latent heat released at the vapor-liquid interface is 
transferred through the condensate film and then through the solid wall, and is finally 
removed by a coolant, which in many cases is flowing on the other side of the 
condensing surface. A steady state is established when the rate of condensation is 
balanced with rate of flow of the condensate. As is obvious from the above description, 
the rate of heat transfer by film condensation is determined by the thickness of the 
condensate film, which forms, in most cases. Dropwise condensation takes place when 
the liquid condensate does not wet the solid surface. The condensate does not spread, 
but forms separate drops. Dropwise condensation has several times higher heat transfer 
rate than filmwise condensation and is explained more briefly in the following sections. 
All our experimentations are carried on a horizontal tube as most of the commercial 
condensers are designed for horizontal tubes and most widely used and also would to 
be useful to incorporate our experimental results for designing larger condensers. 
Figures 1 and 2 show the sketches and photos of filmwise and dropwise condensation 
processes, respectively. 

 

 
Figure 1: Dropwise condensation (a) vs. Filmwise condensation (b) on horizontal 

condenser tube. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 2:  (a)-Photograph of dropwise condensation on horizontal Self-Assembled 
Monolayer (SAM) coated surface. {Outside diameter: ¾”, Pressure: 
Vacuum (33.86 kPa)} 

 (b) Photograph of filmwise condensation on plain horizontal surface. 
 {Outside diameter: ¾”, Pressure: Vacuum (33.86 kPa)} 
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1.1. Filmwise condensation 

When a downward flowing vapor condenses on a smooth horizontal tube, and the 
condensate wets the solid surface, a continuous film of liquid is created that flows 
around the tube due to both gravity and to vapor shear forces. This film does not, 
however, have a constant thickness. The film is thinnest at the top of the tube and grows 
to its thickest at the bottom of the tube. The film provides a thermal resistance and hence 
as the film thickness increases so does its thermal resistance. The first attempt to analyze 
the filmwise condensation problem was that of Nusselt who made the following 
assumptions, 

(i)    The flow of the condensate in the film is laminar. 
(ii) The fluid properties are constant. 
(iii)  Sub-cooling of the condensate may be neglected. 
(iv)  Momentum changes through the film are negligible. 
(v)   The vapor is stationary and exerts no drag on the downward motion of the  
       condensate. 
(vi)  Heat transfer is by conduction only. 
(vii)  Surface is isothermal. 

From the above assumptions Nusselt had derived a set of correlations [1]. 

For a horizontal tube:  
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Where hfg, kl, ρl, ρv, µ,D, Tsat, Ts, g, are the latent heat of vaporization (J/kg), thermal 
conductivity of the liquid (W/m-K), density of the liquid (kg/m3), density of the vapor 
(kg/m3),  viscosity (N s/m2) , outside diameter of the condensing tube (m), saturation 
temperature (K), temperature of the condensing surface (K) and the gravitational force 
(m/s2), respectively. 

For a vertical flat plate:  
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Where hfg, kl, ρl, ρv, µ,L, Tsat, Ts, g, are the latent heat of vaporization (J/kg), thermal 
conductivity of the liquid (W/m-K), density of the liquid (kg/m3), density of the vapor 
(kg/m3),  viscosity (N s/m2) , length of the condensing tube (m), saturation temperature 
(K), temperature of the condensing surface (K) and the gravitational force (m/s2), 
respectively. 

For horizontal tube banks: 
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Where hfg, kl, ρl, ρv, µ,D, Tsat, Ts, g,N are the latent heat of vaporization (J/kg), thermal 
conductivity of the liquid (W/m-K), density of the liquid (kg/m3), density of the vapor 
(kg/m3),  viscosity (N s/m2), outside diameter of the condensing tube (m), saturation 
temperature (K), temperature of the condensing surface (K), gravitational force (m/s2) 
and the number of tubes in the tube bank, respectively. 

1.2. Dropwise Condensation 

Dropwise Condensation (DWC) has been well known for more than 70 years and can 
produce heat transfer coefficients up to 20 times those of filmwise condensation. 
Dropwise condensation had been proven to be superior to filmwise condensation for 
several reasons. As steam begins to condensate on a cold surface, the surface becomes 
‘wet’. Once the surface is entirely wet the interaction between the vapor and the liquid 
film need only be considered. That is, the vapor must condense on to a film of liquid, 
and then heat must be transferred through this film to the cold surface by conduction. 
Typically, these liquid films have large thermal resistances as shown in Figure 3, 
associated with them and can severely hinder heat transfer rates. For the case of steam 
and water, heat must be conducted through a film of water with a thermal conductivity 
of 0.613 W/m-K at a reference temperature of 300 K, where a copper surface has a 
thermal conductivity value of 400 W/m-K at the same temperature. Obviously, a liquid 
water film acts to insulate the cold surface. In dropwise condensation, small droplets 
form and coalesce thus continuously leaving a very thin film exposed for further 
condensation. The smaller the droplet, and the thinner the film, the smaller the thermal 
resistance (Ro) associated with conduction.  

Although dropwise condensation produces much higher heat transfer rates than 
filmwise, it requires promotion. In general, condensers rely on gravity to pull the film 
loose from the tube so continued condensation can occur. Taking the force balance 
around the tube of condenser, it can be seen that gravity is at constant battle with the 
surface tension of the water surrounding the tube. Decreasing this surface tension will 
decrease the film thickness, thus increasing the condensation rate, and ultimately 
increasing the overall performance of the condenser. Also, inducing turbulent flow 
around the condenser tube would increase the overall heat transfer rate inside the 
condenser by combining convection with conduction within the liquid film. This would 
allow warmer liquid from the cooling surface to come in closer contact with the surface. 

The processes of dropwise condensation consist of a combination of several random 
processes. After the vapor impinges on a surface cooled to a temperature below the 
saturation temperature, numerous minute droplets (initial droplets) are formed, 
releasing the latent heat of condensation. These droplets grow very rapidly due to 
continuing direct condensation of vapor onto them. Because the distances between 
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neighboring droplets are very small, some of the droplets touch each other and 
coalescence to form larger drops by the action of the surface tension force. At each, 
coalescence, the drops shift their positions a little, leaving open areas on the surface 
where initial droplets are generated again. These droplets also grow by direct 
condensation and coalescence, but most of them vanish when they are absorbed by 
larger neighboring drops. It can be described by a cycle consisting of drop nucleation, 
growth, coalescence, departure and can be more easily understood if we view it as a 
cycle composed of four elemental sub processes as shown in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 3: Resistances involved in the condensation process. 

 

Figure 4: Cycle of dropwise condensation. 
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Adhesive forces and contact angle play critical role in DWC cycle. When we place a drop 
of liquid on a solid surface, either the drop spreads over the surface to form a thin film 
or it does not spread, but rather forms a cap-shaped droplet. In the former case we say 
the liquid wets the surface, and in the later case we say the liquid does not wet the 
surface. As everyone may understand at once, this phenomenon is related to the surface 
tension of the liquid.  

When a pure vapor condenses on a solid surface, three phases appear; solid, liquid and 
vapor. Three kinds of interfaces exist between these three phases, liquid-solid (ls), solid 
vapor (sv), and liquid-vapor (lv) interfaces. If we denote the interfacial energies 
attributed to the three interfaces as σls, σsv, and σlv, respectively, wettability is determined 
from the interrelation between these three interfacial energies.  

If the liquid does not wet the surface, the balance of three interfacial forces leads to the 
following relation. 

 σsv – σls = σlv cosθ                                                                (4). 

Where θ is called the contact angle made by the liquid-solid interface and liquid-vapor 
interface at the point where the three interfaces meet. It is important that the angle 
should be measured inside (not outside) the liquid phase. When the a cap shaped drop 
resides on the surface as shown in Figure 5, 

 

Figure 5: Balance between interfacial forces 

The adhesive force Fa between the liquid and solid is defined as,  

 Fa = σsv + σlv – σls                                                                (5). 

Where the first two times on the right-hand side represents the interfacial energies 
corresponding to newly formed interfaces and the third term is for interfacial energy 
corresponding to vanished interface. By substituting Eq. (4) into Eq. (5) we obtain, 
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 Fa = σlv (1 + cos θ)                                                      (6) 

This equation shows that Fa = 0 when θ = 180o, which corresponds to the situation that 
the drop has no affinity at all with the solid surface. The cohesive force Fc due to the 
intermolecular attraction is defined as, 

 Fc = 2 σlv                                                                        (7) 

The criterion for the spreading of the liquid drop depends on which one of the two 
forces, Fa or Fc, is larger. From Equations (5) and (7), the spreading force Fs is defined as, 

 Fs = Fa – Fc = σsv – σlv – σls                                          (8) 

By, substitution of Eq. (4) into Eq. (8) we obtain, 

 Fs = σlv (cos θ – 1)                                                          (9) 

Therefore, the spreading coefficient is a function of the liquid-vapor surface energy and 
the contact angle of the liquid on the surface [2]. When a drop does not spread over the 
surface, Fs < 0, because cos θ ≤ 1 and 0 < θ ≤ 180o. If θ = 0, then cos θ = 1 and Fs = 0, 
representing the situation that the liquid spreads over the surface without having a finite 
contact angle. Although any contact angle θ fails to yield Fs > 0, Tanasawa [2] points out 
that it is possible if the solid-liquid interfacial energy σsv is sufficiently large in Eq. (9).  

1.3. Condensation heat transfer enhancing techniques 

Over the years many researchers have used different techniques for enhancing 
condensation heat transfer; all enhancement methods have limitations and drawbacks. 
Some of the most widely used enhancement methods along with particular drawbacks 
will be discussed as listed below. 

1.3.1. Use of different coatings for promoting dropwise condensation: 

Dropwise condensation (DWC) exhibits a significantly higher heat transfer coefficient 
than film wise condensation when properly promoted, as the resistance to heat transfer 
associated with this mode is considerably less than that associated with the filmwise 
mode. A substantial amount of material and space can be saved if the presupposition of 
filmwise condensation, which is normally the basis for condenser design calculations, 
could be changed to DWC. Up to now, there have been few literature reports on the 
industrial applications of dropwise condensation. The reason is that filmwise 
condensation is very common situation, where as DWC requires special long-life 
surfaces. The main problem associated with coating techniques for promoting dropwise 
condensation is the durability of the coating. Over the past few decades, considerable 
attention has been paid toward the development of suitable DWC promoters [3, 4]. 
DWC can be promoted by 

(i)   Applying suitable organic promoter to the condensation surface, 
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(ii)  Using a thin layer of special metals (such as gold, silver, chromium, etc.) 
or metal  compounds, 

(iii)  Applying a coating of low surface energy polymeric films on the 
condensation surface, and 

 (iv)  Applying a mono-layer of organic material. 

Erb and Thelen [5] have used coatings of inorganic compounds such as metal sulfides. 
They have tested for a number of sulfided metal surfaces and found out that a sample of 
sulfided silver on mild steel showed considerable dropwise condensation for more than 
10,000 hrs. Extensive condensation studies were made by Erb and Thelen [5], Woodruff 
and Westwater [6-8], using noble metal-plated surfaces such as silver, gold, rhodium, 
palladium, chromium, and platinum. Gold and silver have been to known to 
consistently show excellent dropwise characteristics. However, the hydrophobic 
characteristics of these noble metals as DWC promoters have been controversial in the 
literature [9]. The noble metals initially have very high surface energy and tend to be 
completely wet by water. But on contamination with absorbed carboneous matter, the 
surfaces, especially gold-plated surfaces, gradually become hydrophobic, exhibiting 
dropwise characteristics but the problem using noble metal was the cost incurred in 
manufacturing such surfaces. Organic materials have also received considerable 
attention for their hydrophobic capabilities to promote DWC. Holden and 
Wanniarachchi [10] have evaluated fourteen different types of polymer coatings for their 
ability to promote DWC. Nine of the coatings employed a fluropolymer as a major 
constituent, four employed hydrocarbons and one a silicone. Their results indicated that 
the heat transfer coefficients of steam DWC for surfaces coating with organic films are as 
large as 3-8 times that of film condensation for smooth surfaces. Haraguchi and Shimada 
[11], proposed polyvinylidene chloride coatings as a promoter of DWC, they cleaned the 
condenser surface till no scratches were found then dipped in ethanol and left to air dry, 
after air drying the surface was coated with polyvinylidene chloride, they claimed that 
its processing cost was much cheaper than other methods used previously even for a 
large area coating surface. The condensation heat transfer coefficient was more than 20 
times that for film condensation. They conducted experiments for various coating 
thickness and found that 10 µm coating retained fair dropwise condensation over 21,568 
hrs. Ma et al. [12] have conducted experiments to study DWC on vertical brass tubes 
coated with ultra thin polymers which were created by plasma polymerization and 
dynamic ion-beam mixed implantation technique. They concluded that heat transfer 
enhancements were 20 times higher than film condensation. Zhao et al. [13] employed 
ion-implanting technology to prepare surface alloys which possess low surface energy in 
the metallic surface. They used He, Ar, N, and H respectively to produce four kinds of 
surface alloys of copper and observed good dropwise phenomena for all the four surface 
alloys. Ma [14] used dynamic ion-beam mixed implantation technique to prepare an 
ultra-thin PTFE film on various substrates under different processing conditions. The 
experimental results indicated that condensation heat transfer rate coefficient was 
increased by 1.6-28.6 times of film condensation values for the brass tubes treated with 
various conditions. Das [15] attempted to use an organic mono-layer coating to promote 
dropwise condensation of steam on various tube substrates. They concluded that SAM 
coating increased the condensation heat transfer coefficient by factors of 4 for gold 
coated aluminum, and by about 5 for copper and copper –nickel tubes, the durability of 
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the bonding has not been determined. In general, organic coatings are difficult to 
maintain, and require strong, long term adhesion forces between the coating and the 
metal substrate. Usually, the thicker the coating, the better its resistance to erosion, but 
due to its low thermal conductivity, thick organic coatings add to the heat transfer 
resistance and affects the DWC performance [9]. 

1.3.2. Use of enhanced surfaces: 

Extended surfaces are often utilized for heat transfer enhancement. Extended surfaces 
increase the surface area and/ or the heat transfer coefficient for the condensing surface 
by using surfaces such as finned or fluted surfaces. However, because the heat transfer 
coefficient of condensation is in itself rather high, the use of high fins is not so efficient 
when the fin efficiency is taken into consideration. Low fins are used in most cases, 
though one should be careful about flooding of condensate occurring in the interfin 
space. In order to increase the heat transfer coefficient, the thermal resistance 
attributable to the condensate film should be decreased. The film thermal resistance can 
be reduced either by enhancing turbulent mixing in the liquid layer or by thinning the 
liquid film. However, the former is not so easy because the film is very thin. To reduce 
the thickness of the condensate film by various means seems to be the only feasible way. 
In practice, the use of low fins and a technique of reducing the film thickness are 
employed simultaneously to develop high-performance condenser surfaces. This can 
significantly increase the size and the manufacturing cost of the heat exchanger. Among 
several possible ways of reducing the condensate film thickness, the use of surface 
tension is now most popular. As is well known, the principle is based on the fact that the 
part of the condensate film having a convex profile is driven toward the part of the film 
having a concave profile due to the difference in pressure. This method is advantageous 
because no extra energy is needed to cause the flow of condensate. The use of surface 
tension force to reduce the condensate thickness was first proposed by Gregorig [16] 
fifty years ago. Since then more elaborate and sophisticated treatments concerning the 
optimum fin profiles had been attempted by many researchers, Yau et al [17,18], 
Wanniarachchi et al. [19], Honda et al. [20-25], Masuda and Rose [26,27], Sukhatme et al. 
[28,29], Matro et al. [30], Webb et al. [31]. 

1.3.3. Use of heat transfer additives: 

Next, some techniques involve mechanically adding in the mixture of heat transfer 
additives to the feed in order to promote convective heat transfer along the condensing 
surface. Missen et al [32] studied the condensation of binary mixtures for four systems n-
pentane+n-hexane, methanol+methanol dichloride, n-pentane+methanol and n-
pentane+methlyne dichloride, and concluded that the first two systems were entirely 
filmwise, but was non-filmwise for the last two at low temperature differences for 
solutions dilute in n-pentane and had heat transfer co-efficient greater than expected for 
filmwise condensation. Morrision et al. [33, 34] has conducted experiments using 
methylamine over a range of 0.03-4.3 wt% and found that heat transfer co-efficient  was 
increased by as much as 130%. They also conducted experiments using ammonia as an 
additive over a range of 0.23-0.88 wt% and concluded that heat transfer co-efficient was 
up by as much as 32%. Kim et al. [35] conducted experiments using alkyl primary amine 
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and 2-ethyl-1-hexanol and concluded 2-ethyl-1-hexanol has been a better additive and 
enhanced heat transfer co-efficient by 30% by adding 1 wt%.  

1.3.4. Use of electrostatic forces: 

Electrostatic fields are also used to cause greater bulk mixing of fluid. When a dielectric 
fluid is placed under an electric field, three kinds of forces from different origins act on 
the fluid. There are, (1) the Coulomb force acting on the free electric charges, (2) the force 
due to the special change of the electric filed intensity, and (3) the force generated from 
the sapcial variation of dielectric constant Stratton [36] and Jones [37]. The basic 
principle of the heat transfer enhancement by an electric filed is to utilize the forces 
mentioned above to modify the flow and the temperature distribution in the vicinity of 
the heat transfer surface. The use of electric field may change depending upon the mode 
of heat transfer, fluid, geometry, purpose of heat transfer enhancement and other 
conditions. Theoretical treatment of this technique is rather complex, because the 
interaction between electric, thermal and flow fields must be considered. Sometimes this 
technique is called electrohydrodynamic (EHD) enhancement. If we focus attention on 
the EHD enhancement of condensation heat transfer, the applied electric field can be 
effective in two ways. One is that the electric field induces convection motion in the 
layer of the condensate liquid; while the other is that the vapor-liquid interface is 
deformed or destabilized by the electric field Tanasawa [2]. Many researches have used 
these techniques and published results Yabe et al. [38,39], Taketani et al. [40]. From the 
viewpoint of practical application, a problem pertinent to the EHD enhancement 
techniques will be the cost of manufacturing, at the same time the safety issue 
attributable to the use of high electric voltage must be considered.    

1.4. Objective 

The main purpose of this research is to evaluate different cost effective techniques for 
enhancing heat transfer rate in steam condensation by promoting dropwise 
condensation which would eventually reduce the manufacturing cost of condensers. The 
use of SAM’s looks promising because of the strong covalent bonding of the coating to 
the condensing surface to promote DWC providing low manufacturing cost. This 
research is to investigate how the heat transfer rate could be enhanced by using different 
types of SAM coatings. This project requires an interdisciplinary effort involving organic 
chemistry, heat transfer and surface chemistry. This research is an overall effort 
involving the Dept. of Mechanical engineering and Dept. of Chemistry at University of 
Nevada, Reno. If the novel technique is successful, it would lead to improved heat 
transfer and smaller, more compact industrial condensers.  
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2. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 

Figure 6 shows a schematic drawing of the constructed test apparatus, which is 
connected with the boiler, chiller, vacuum pump, moisture trapper and the condenser. 
The condenser design was a closed system made of carbon steel. Figure 7 showing the 
schematic of the condensing chamber, is designed in flexible manner in order to test for 
various tube geometries.  The test section also contains a viewing port on both sides that 
has magnetic wipers as well to wipe off any water that condensate on the viewing port. 
The condensing chamber is tested for any leaks in order to minimize the detrimental 
effect of non-condensable [41, 42] to the condensation process. Non-condensable gases 
(i.e. air with 78% nitrogen, 21% oxygen, 1% others) inside the condenser can significantly 
hinder condensation rates. Non-condensable are carried with the condensable vapor 
toward the surface of the tubes. Here the vapor changes phase where it becomes a 
liquid. The partial pressure of these non-condensable gases rise near the vicinity of the 
condenser tubes as the condensable vapor condenses and falls away. Because the total 
pressure in the condenser is kept constant, the increase in partial pressure of non-
condensable gas tends to decrease the partial pressure of the condensable gas, thus 
lowering the overall condensation rate Zhang [3]. Condensing chambers are evacuated 
to pressure lower then atmospheric pressure to remove non-condensable gases from the 
chamber. The condensing chamber is properly insulated in order to avoid energy losses 
to the atmosphere. Vacuum pump is used to create vacuum inside the condenser 
chamber. Steam is being generated from the boiler with a total heating capacity of 2,360 
W, with a controller. The steam generated from the boiler flows vertically downwards 
across the horizontal condenser tube through which the cold water flows, that allows for 
condensation to form. The outside diameter of the condenser tube is ¾”. There are 
thermocouples placed at the entrance of the cool water into the test section as well as the 
exit. There are also thermocouples and a pressure gauge placed at various places of the 
test section. The thermocouples were connected to a data acquisition system (FLUKE 
Data Bucket) where the temperatures are monitored and stored. The tests were repeated 
for each tube at same vacuum pressure conditions in order to obtain repeatability and 
achieve confidence in the data. Figure 8 shows the picture of the apparatus setup.  
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Figure 6: Apparatus schematic 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Schematic of the condensing chamber 
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Figure 8. Picture of the apparatus set up. 

 
 
1- Chiller 
2- Flow meter 
3- Condensing chamber 
4- Vacuum pump 
5- Moisture trapper 
6- Boiler 
7- Data acquisition system 
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3. HEAT EXCHANGER TUBE PREPARATIONS 

3.1. Filmwise surface preparation 

Surface preparation of the tubes prior to application of any coating was critical. Each 
tube was identically polished on a lathe by the following method: 

While the tube was rotating it was polished with wet 120 grit size sand paper. The sand 
paper was submersed in tap water before polishing and was kept wet through out the 
procedure. Polishing was continued until large scratches were eliminated. The tube was 
then polished using varying sand papers with grit sizes of 180, 220, 320, 600 and 1000 
until the final surface of the tube was shiny with no visible horizontal scratches were 
found.  

Cleaning the tube was also crucial. Any oil or debris left on the tube from polishing or 
handling could affect the adherence of any coating. Each tube was therefore cleaned by 
the following method.  

Inside and outside of the tube was cleaned with a mild soap and rinsed with distilled 
soap. The tube was then sprayed with acetone once it was dried, by rotating the tube for 
about 2 minutes. Then the tube was sprayed with ethanol again by rotating the tube for 
about 2 minutes. The tube was then rinsed with distilled water. The tube should exhibit 
filmwise characteristics. Avoid touching the condensing surface after this step.  

For the finned tubes the surface is cleaned with a very fine grit sized sand paper to 
remove any oil or debris present on the tube surface and later cleaned with mild soap. 

3.2. Dropwise surface preparations 

Once the tubes are cleaned as mentioned above, the tubes are coated with SAM’s as 
mentioned below, 

Formation of an ultra thin film of n-octadecyl mercaptan on the surface [43]: 

An oxide layer is formed on the surface of the copper by immersing the copper tubes 
into 30% hydrogen peroxide solution for 8hr, while stirring using a stir bar. The tube 
was then removed from the hydrogen peroxide solution and immersed into a 2.5mM 
solution of n-octadecyl mercaptan in ethanol for 15hr. A thin film of the organic 
compound formed on the surface of the copper was washed with absolute ethanol and 
dried. The organic film produced by self assembly of molecules are attached to the metal 
oxide surface by covalent bonds.  

The oxidation of the copper surface using hydrogen peroxide is shown in the following 
reaction: 

                     2 Cu + H2O2                   2 CuO + H2    
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 The alkanethiols reduce the copper oxide layer with the formation of the corresponding 
disulfide as shown in the following reaction: 

          2 HSC18H37  +  CuO                    (SC18H37)2  +  Cu  +  H2O 

The monolayer or the organic film is deposited on the reduced copper surface by the 
following reaction: 

              HSC18H37  +  Cu                      C18H37SCu  +  1/2  H2 

Formation of an ultra thin film of stearic acid on the surface [43]: 

The surface of the plain copper alloy tube was finely polished till no surface scratches 
were found and for the enhanced tube the surface is cleaned with a fine sand paper and 
both are placed in 30% hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) for six hours at room temperature. 
The surface of the copper tubes was oxidized using H2O2. The copper tubes were 
removed from the hydrogen peroxide solution and left to dry for 20 minutes. Then the 
tubes were placed in a 2.5mM solution of stearic acid in hexane. After a period of eight 
hours the tubes were removed from the organic acid solution and washed with hexane. 
The tubes were left to air dry for three hours and then tested for the hydrophobic layer 
using water as the wetting solvent. The surfaces of the tubes were hydrophobic and the 
layer was uniform. In this system the stearic acid molecules attach to the copper surface 
by hydrogen boding to the oxide coating. 
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS  

4.1  Data reduction 

A series of tests were carried out at vacuum conditions and also at atmospheric 
conditions respectively, for various combinations of tubes and coatings: namely, SAM-1 
(n-octadecyl mercaptan) on copper alloy, SAM-2 (Stearic acid) on copper alloy, CDI 
(Turbo CDI), CDI-SAM (n-octadecyl mercaptan) on Turbo CDI, CSL (Turbo CSL) and 
CSL-SAM (n-octadecyl mercaptan) on Turbo CSL. Tests were also conducted for the case 
of filmwise condensation on plain copper alloy tubes to establish a baseline. 

The coolant velocity in the tube was varied from 1.4 to 3.2 m/s, correspondingly to 
Reynolds numbers ranging from 19,500 to 45,100. The heat transfer rate to the 
condensation tube was determined from Eq. (10) the mass flow rate and the temperature 
rise from the inlet temperature (Ti) and outlet temperature (To) of the coolant in the tube 
are measured as shown in Figure 9 (4 and 5); 

 

Figure 9: Schematic of the test section showing where the temperature 
measurements are taken. 

)( iToTpcwmw −=                               Q                     (10). 

Where Qw , cp, Ti , To,  are the teat transfer rate (W), specific heat (J/kg K), coolant inlet 
and outlet temperatures respectively. 

Qw is used to calculate the overall heat transfer coefficient, U, with the log mean 
temperature difference, heat balances obtained from equation 10 and the total heating 
capacity of the boiler agreed to within 15%: 
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U
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=                                                           (11) 

Where Qw, U, Ao, ∆TLMTD are the heat transfer rate (W), overall heat transfer coefficient 
(W/m2 -K), outside area of the test tube (m2) and the log mean temperature difference 
(K) respectively.    
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n the tube was determined 
by the following experimental correlation, reported earlier for relatively short tubes [12]: 

                                               (13) 

The mean condensation heat transfer coefficient, hc, on the outside of the tube was 
determin  thermal resistances from the overall 
thermal resistance. Or, for the plain surface tube the wall resistance (R ) is defined as; 

Where Ti, To, Ts are the coolant inlet, outlet temperature (K) and the saturation 
temperature (K), respectively. 

The convective heat transfer coefficient for cooling water i side 

353.075.0 PrRe062.0=Nu

Where Nu, Re, Pr are the Nusselts, Reynolds and the Prandtl numbers respectively.  

ed by subtracting the inside and wall
w

LK
dd

R io
w π2

                                                            (14) 

e condenser tube, length of the 
condenser tube (m) and thermal conductivity of the (W/m-K) of the condenser tube, 
respectively. 

For the finned tubes the wall resistance (Rw) is defined as; 

)ln(
=

Where do, di, L, K are the outside, inside diameter (m) of th

KA
x

R t=                                                                  (15) w
m

Where xt, Am, K are the wall thickness (m), mean wall heat transfer area (m2) and the 
thermal conductivity (W/m-K) of the condenser tube, respectively. 

)(
2 rim ddLA +=

π
            

Where L, di, dr, are the length of the tube (m), inside diameter of the condensing tube (m) 
and the fin root diameter of the tube (m), respectively. 

                                         (16) 
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⎠⎝ wi

nt (W/m2-K), 
inside ,outside are of the condensing tube (m2), inside heat transfer coefficient (W/m2-K) 
and the wall resistance (W/m-K), respectively. 

The surface sub-cooling temperature ∆T, was hence obtained from dividing of the mean 

Where U, Ao, Ai, hw, Rw are defined as the overall heat transfer coefficie

heat transfer rate, q, by the average condensation heat transfer coefficient. 

o

wQ
q = ; 

ch
qT =∆               (18

A
) 

As a check, experimentally determined heat flux and condensation heat transfer 

4.2.  Contact angle 

 alloy surface, n-
octadecyl mercaptan coated surface (SAM-1), and stearic acid coated surface (SAM-2) 

-2, respectively. 

The contact angle of water on the condensing surface has been used to predetermine the 
condensation mode [2]. The measured contact angles are shown in Table 1. All the SAM 
coated surfaces prepared had contact angles greater than 90o. Table 2 shows the contact 
angle measured after the experiments are conducted. 

 

coefficient measured with this apparatus for pure filmwise condensation on a bare tube 
compared well with the well known Nusselt’s correlation [1]. 

Contact angles were measured for the SAM coated surface before and after 
experimentation.  Contact angle measurements are used to pre-determine the 
condensation mode for the SAM coated surfaces. 

A CAM-100 type contact angle measurement apparatus as shown in Figure 11 with an 
accuracy of ±0.5o was used to measure the contact angles of liquids on the SAM coated 
plates at room temperature. If the contact angle is less than 90o the liquid is said to wet 
the solid, and greater than 90o it is said to be non-wetting as shown in Figure 10. Figure 
12, 13 and 14 are the contact angle measurements for the copper

before experimentation, respectively. Contact angle measurements were also measured 
for n-octadecyl mercaptan (after 100 hrs) coated and stearic acid (after 10 hrs) coated 
surfaces after the experiments were conducted. Figures 15 and 16 show the contact angle 
measured data after experiments for SAM-1 and SAM
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Non-wetting wetting

φ
φ

φ<90>90φ

Liquid

Liquid

  

Wettability of a Surface.   
(For a contact a reater than 90°, th id to be non-wetting.  For a 

contact angle, φ, less than 90° the surface is said to be wetting). 

 

Table 1: Contact angle measurements before experimentation 

Surface no. Contact angle (deg) 

Figure 10:  
ngle, φ, g e surface is sa

Cu-1 33.3o ±0.5o

SAM-1 148.5o ±0.5o

SAM-2 155.0o ±0.5o

 

Table 2: Contact angle measurements after experimentation 

Surface no. Contact angle (deg) 

SAM-1 140.8o ±0.5o

SAM-2 61.1o ±0.5o
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Figure 11: CAM-100 Contact angle measuring equipment 
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Figure 12:  Contact angle measurement for copper alloy surface 

 

 

Figure 13: Contact angle measurement for n-octadecyl mercaptan on the surface 
before experimentation 
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Figure 14: Contact angle measu  acid before experimentation. 

 

rement for stearic

 

Figure 15: Contact angle measurement for n-octadecyl mercaptan on the surface after 
experimentation. 
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Figure 16: Contact angle measurement for stearic acid on the surface after 
experimentation. 

4.3. Overall Heat Transfer Coefficients 

The overall heat transfer coefficient, U, as defined in Equation (11), is plotted in Figures 
17 and 18 for both vacuum and atmospheric conditions respectively as a function of the 
coolant velo
al . 
The SAM-1 coated tube mpared to FWC when 
operated at vacuum conditions and an enha cement of 1.8-2.5 times when operated at 
atmospheric condition case and SAM-2 surface sustained DWC for only 30 min of 
ex

For the finned tubes ed an 
nhancement of about 1.5 to 1.8 times compared to FWC when operated at vacuum 

conditions and for the SAM coated finned tubes (CDI-SAM, CSL-SAM) showed no 
remarkable enhancement as compared to that of uncoated finned tubes as the SAM 
coated tubes showed no dropwise characteristics but only filmwise.  

 The values of the of the overall heat transfer coefficient for both DWC and FWC 
increase with increasing ucw since, as ucw increases, the outside resistance becomes more 
important. Increasing the mass flow rate through the tubes will increase the heat transfer 
rate for the cold side of the condenser. It can be anticipated that, as the condensation rate 
increases, so does the film thickness around the tubes for both DWC and FWC. It should 
be noted that, as this film thickness increases the condenser efficiency falls.  At some 
limiting point, an increase in mass flow rate will have an adverse effect in the 
condensation rate of the condenser Zhang [44]. In this study, the ucw was maintained in 
the range that the effect of the film thickness is minimized. 

city, ucw (or coolant flow rate). Data collected for filmwise condensation are 
so prepared. The plot in Figures 17 and 18 shows an increasing U with increasing ucw

showed higher U up to 1.8-2.1 times co
n

perimentation and showed FWC.  

Turbo CSL and Turbo CDI with no SAM coating show
e
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Figure 17: Overall heat transfer coefficient versus coolant velocity during DWC of 
steam operated at vacuum (33.86 kPa). 
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Figure 18: Overall heat transfer coefficient versus coolant velocity during DWC of 
steam operated at atmospheric pressure (101 kPa). 
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4.4. Condensation Heat Transfer Coefficient 

Careful precautions were taken to remove the non-condensable gages from the 
condensing chamber. Every run of experiments was kept operating more than 2 hrs. All 
tests were repeated at least once on a different day. Excellent dropwise condensation 
was obtained on the SAM-1 surface for all the experiments conducted on it. The SAM-2 
surface sustained DWC for only 30 min of experimentation because it may be due to 
weak electrostatic attraction of hydrogen bonding used in stearic acid molecules to bond 
to the tube surface, for the CDI-SAM and CSL-SAM they did not show any dropwise 
condensation phenomena and showed only filmwise, it may have been due to no good 
adhesion of the SAM to the fin surface as the spacing between the fins is so small that 
the SAM coating would have not been adhered to the surface. Figures 19 and 20 show 
the variation of condensation heat transfer coefficient as a function of surface sub 
cooling operated at vacuum and atmospheric pressures respectively. Compared to the 
values for film condensation on bare copper-brass tube, the condensation heat transfer 
coefficient for SAM-1 is enhanced by a factor of 3 when operated under vacuum 
pressure and enhanced by a factor of 8 when operated at atmospheric pressure. The 
improvement during DWC results primarily from the presence of numerous 
microscopic sized drops on the hydrophobic surfaces that do not exist during FWC. 
Active sweeping of larger drops from above help continue the nucleation of small 
droplets on the surface, after a larger drop sweeps off the surface; the DWC cycle then 
repeats itself. This sweeping effect controls the size of drops on the lower part of the 

The heat trans ndition with no non-condensable gases, 
for all the runs were found to be greater than those under vacuum condition. In general 
the, ratio of atmospheric (101 kPa) values to those under vacuum (34 kPa) was 

increasing pre AM on copper and SAM on copper-
nickel for a pressure ranging from 10 kPa a and also for a vertical copper 
surface, Tanasawa [2] reported an increase of heat transfer coefficient for DWC with 
ratios about 2.2 to 2.8 for a pressure ranging from 10 kPa to 100 kPa, he also said the 
interfacial heat transfer coefficient of water vapor at atmospheric pressure is extremely 
high, being almost three orders of magnitude higher than the heat transfer coefficient of 
film condensation, and hence is the cause of high heat transfer rate for dropwise 
condensation at atmospheric pressure. One possible explanation for the smaller values 
at lower pressure may be the fact that at lower pressures, the drop diameter is larger due 
to a larger surface tension force.  From the results it is evident that the SAM-2 coated 
tube showed no remarkable enhancement over bare copper-brass tube due to its 
filmwise condensation phenomena. SAM-1 showed very discrete droplets all across the 
tube. The contact angle for SAM-1 coated surface was larger than 145o, and no patches of 
any filmwise zones were observed. 

From the results it is evident that for CDI and CSL tubes there is an enhancement of 
condensation heat transfer to about 1.8 and 2.2 respectively. But, form the experimental 

tube, as they are prevented from growing too large due to their coalescence into the 
sweeping drop.  

fer coefficients for atmospheric co

approximately increased from 2 to 3 times for SAM-1. For horizontal copper surfaces, 
Das et al. [15] reported similar increase in dropwise heat transfer coefficient with 

ssure, ratios of about 2.2 to 2.9 for S
to 100 kP
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results for CDI-SAM and CDI-CSL there was no remarkable enhancement in 
condensation heat transfer rate over uncoated CDI and CSL tubes as they did not show 
any dropwise characteristics. Figure 21 and 22 are the photographs of Turbo-CSL and 
Turbo-CDI finned tubes respectively. 
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 Figure 19:  Condensation heat transfer coefficient versus vapor to tube wall 
temperature difference during DWC of steam on coated tubes operated 
at vacuum pressure (33.86 kPa). 
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     Figure 20:  Condensation heat transfer coefficient versus vapor to tube wall 
temperature difference during DWC of steam on coated tubes operated 
at atmospheric pressure (101 kPa). 
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Figure 21: Photograph of Turbo-CSL (60 fins/inch, outside diameter: 0.744 in, wall 
thickness: 0.028 in, fin height: 0.037 in) 

 

 

Figure 22: Photograph of Turbo-CDI (40 fins/inch, outside diameter: 0.744 in, wall 
thickness: 0.028 in, fin height: 0.037 in) 
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4.5. Discussion 

The experimental results reported in this work indicated that the SAM coating have a 
significant effect on the DWC heat transfer characteristics and the bonding of the SAM 

ating with metal substrate. The optimum surface bonding conditions for different 
systems of SAM and metal substrate remains a key problem for the DWC and their 
practical applications. More interests should be focused on the adhesion between metal 
and SAM coating in the future.  

The effects of various SAM coatings on the condensation heat transfer characteristics 
were investigated experimentally. Excellent dropwise condensation was obtained on 
one of the SAM coated surfaces at vacuum conditions. SAMs have negligible heat 
transfer resistance. The coatings are characterized by the type of bonding it has with the 
metal substrate. The conclusions of this study can be summarized as follows: 

(a)  It is evident that from the results that there is an enhancement up to 3 times 
in condensation heat transfer rate for dropwise condensation when operated at vacuum 
condition and an enhancement of 14 times when operated at atmospheric condition over 
film wise condensation respectively. 

(b) Stearic acid coated tube had a contact angle of 155o (drop wise) but when the 
experiment was conducted it gradually turned to film wise condensation mode and had 
a contact angle of 61.1o after the experimentation, which is due to weak electrostatic 
attraction of hydrogen bonding to the tube surface and would have been dissolved 
when operated at high temperatures. 

 (c)  From the studies it is found that bonding of the SAM coating to the metal 
substrate plays an important role in maintaining DWC. Covalent bonding is better than 
the hydrogen bonding of the SAM to the metal substrate due to its high electrostatic 
attraction. 

 (d)  Contact angle concept can be used to pre-determine the condensation mode 
for the SAM coated surfaces but, cannot truly predict the DWC characteristics until 
experiments were conducted as, in the case of stearic acid which has an contact of 155o 
but when experiments were carried out it did not show DWC mode. 

(e)  From the experimental results integral finned tubes with no SAM coating 
performed better than plain copper alloy tube. They had an enhancement in 
condensation heat transfer rate up to 2 times over plain copper alloy tube.  

(f)  The SAM coated finned tubes (CDI-SAM and CSL-SAM) showed no 
dropwise condensation characteristics but only filmwise and hence no remarkable 
enhancement compared to that of uncoated finned tubes (CDI and CSL). The reason for 
not showing dropwise characteristics may be due to, no proper adhesion of the SAM 
coating to that of the finned surface as the distance between the fins was very small. 

 (g)  Though results obtained from DWC are very fascinating the real test would 
be how these results play when applied in commercial heat exchangers, which would be 

co
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a real task ahead and should be evaluated for any further investigation in order to 
commercialize DWC concept which would greatly reduce the price involved in building 

 

a heat exchanger. 
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5. REPEATABILITY AND UNCERTAINTY 

The uncertainty in the reduced data and calculated quantities were also determined. The 

th calibrated copper-constantan T- type thermocouple of ± 0.5o C accuracy.  
The flow rate of the coolant was measured using a SIGNET rotor-X flow sensor which is 

les were measured/estimated and calculated using Coleman and 
heat 

heat transfer 

The tests were repeated for each tube at same vacuum pressure conditions in order to 
obtain repeatability and achieve confidence in the data. 

temperatures of the inlet and outlet cooling water and steam temperatures were 
measured wi

connected to an SIGNET battery operated flow meter for reading the data. The accuracy 
of the flow rate measured was ± 2% of the full range.  The uncertainties in the 
independent variab
Steele [45] analysis. An uncertainty of 2% was found in the values of overall 
transfer coefficient, 2% for heat transfer rate and 4% in the condensation 
coefficient respectively. 
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6. FUTURE STUDIES 

Experi entation would be continued for them  different chemical configurations of SAM 
erm use.  Also, the detailed surface chemistry of such 

00 hours of operation) would 

ensation heat transfer rate using 
arangoni convection to increase 

tica n would be studied. 

n and build multi tube condensers 
ensation heat transfer surfaces in 

coated tubes to address long-t
SAMs would be studied. 

Long-term testing of the SAM coated tubes (more than 10,0
be pursued. 

Study would also be done on the enhancement of cond
n Mvarious heat transfer additives.  This effort is based o

condensation rate. 

Analy l study of modeling of dropwise condensatio

The results obtained would be incorporated to desig
and ultimately implementing these dropwise cond
industrial condensers. 
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7. NOMENCLATURE 

   
w    

p       Specific heat (J/kg K)  

i      (m)                                     
o      Outside diameter of tube (m)                         

 
K      

        Length of the tube (m)                                    

Pr     
        Heat flux (W/m2)  

  

AM-1:  n-octadecyl mercaptan coated surface 

T    
       Overall heat transfer coefficient (W/m2 -K)

a     
c             Cohesive force  

fg           Latent heat of vaporization (J/kg) 

l         

             Interfacial energy  

       
ν       

             Contact angle (deg) 

        exit of cooling water  

       
         saturation state 

apor interface 
              liquid 

 
Ao   Outside area of the test tube (m2)     
m        Mass flow rate (kg/s) 
c
Cu-1   Plain copper alloy surface                              
D  Inside diameter of tube 
D
hc     Heat transfer coefficient (W/m2K)  

 Thermal conductivity of the tube (W/m K)      
l 
Nu     Nusselt number hDo/λ                                    

 Prandtl number cpµ/λ                                        
q
Qw   Heat transfer rate (W)                                       
Re      Reynolds number, ucw l/ν                                 
S
SAM-2:  stearic acid coated surface  
∆   Surface sub-cooling (K)  
U
ucw        Coolant velocity (m/s)  
F      Adhesive force  
F
Fs            Spreading force  
g             Gravitational force (m/s2) 
h
N            Number of tubes in a tube bundle 
k       Thermal conductivity of the liquid (W/m-K)  
Greek symbols 
σ
λ             Thermal conductivity(W/m K)]  
µ  Viscosity (N s/m2)  

 Kinematic viscosity (m2/s)  
θ
ρ     Density (kg/m3)   
Subscripts  
i         inlet of cooling water  
o
LMTD  log mean temperature diff.  
w  cooling water side tube wall  
s
ls            liquid-solid interface 
sv            solid vapor interface 
lv             liquid v
l 
v              vapor 
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A.1. Data set for plain copper tube opera c um pressure (33.86 
 
Co inlet 
te  

Coolan
temp. T

Vapor Satu tion 
te K  

Coolant flow rate 
(gal/min) 

3
3

28 3
3
3
3
3
3

2 30
3
2

2 2
2
2
2

2 2
2

2 297
2

2 29
2

2 2

2
30

2
2
2

2

2

2

282.6  283.2533  297.054  11.24 

ted at va u kPa). 

olant 
mp. Tin (K) 

t outlet 
out (K)  

ra
mp. Tsat ( ) 

282.6  283.5259  04.1511  11.25 
282.6  283.5178  03.9482  11.25 
282.6  3.5165  03.7755  11.25 
282.6  283.4935  03.3226  11.25 
282.6  283.477  02.9312  11.25 
282.6  283.4684  02.5757  11.25 
282.6  283.4421  02.1178  11.25 
282.6  283.4255  01.6691  11.25 
282.6  283.4173  301.124  11.25 
282.6  83.4095  0.7503  11.25 
282.6  283.39  00.2378  11.25 
282.6  283.3716  99.8268  11.25 
282.6  83.3561  99.4597  11.25 
282.6  283.3442  99.0419  11.25 
282.6  283.3238  98.6763  11.25 
282.6  283.3012  98.2514  11.25 
282.6  83.2881  97.8584  11.25 
282.6  283.271  97.4693  11.25 
282.6  83.2528  .0627  11.25 
282.6  283.2351  96.6609  11.25 
282.6  83.2254  6.2645  11.25 
282.6  283.206  95.7348  11.25 
282.6  83.1956  95.2042  11.25 
282.6  283.477  302.984  11.24 
282.6  283.471  302.76  11.24 
282.6  83.462  302.497  11.24 
282.6  283.442  2.104  11.24 
282.6  83.4345  301.871  11.24 
282.6  83.4276  301.676  11.24 
282.6  83.4177  301.328  11.24 
282.6  283.41  301.071  11.24 
282.6  283.4049  300.856  11.24 
282.6  283.394  300.551  11.24 
282.6  283.3813  300.281  11.24 
282.6  83.3728  300.093  11.24 
282.6  283.3656  299.878  11.24 
282.6  283.3507  99.603  11.24 
282.6  283.3422  299.275  11.24 
282.6  283.3307  299.069  11.24 
282.6  83.3207  298.842  11.24 
282.6  283.3176  298.605  11.24 
282.6  283.3058  298.391  11.24 
282.6  283.2959  298.154  11.24 
282.6  283.2804  297.857  11.24 
282.6  283.2715  297.553  11.24 
282.6  283.2624  297.264  11.24 
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282.6  283.248  296.862  11.24 
282.6  283.232  296.579  11.24 
282.6  283.2227  296.268  11.24 
282.6  283.2149  296.059  11.24 
282.6  2

2
2

2
2 2

3

2
3

2

2

2

282.7  283.3221  296.01  10.75 
282.7  283.3177  295.875  10.75 
282.7  283.3024  295.537  10.75 
282.7  283.293  295.243  10.75 
282.7  283.2862  295.078  10.75 
282.7  283.2745  294.803  10.75 
282.7  283.2643  294.512  10.75 
282.7  283.2549  294.216  10.75 
282.7  283.2495  294.079  10.75 
282.7  283.2329  293.737  10.75 

83.2014  295.771  11.24 
282.6  283.1942  95.498  11.24 
282.6  283.18  95.226  11.24 
282.6  283.1711  295.014  11.24 
282.6  83.1612  294.868  11.24 
282.6  83.1511  94.595  11.24 
282.6  283.1424  294.373  11.24 
282.6  283.1324  294.036  11.24 
282.6  283.1203  293.805  11.24 
282.6  283.116  293.63  11.24 
282.6  283.0989  293.374  11.24 
282.6  283.0964  293.013  11.24 
282.7  283.559  302.036  10.75 
282.7  283.5517  301.736  10.75 
282.7  283.5493  301.513  10.75 
282.7  283.5433  301.302  10.75 
282.7  283.541  01.079  10.75 
282.7  283.5309  300.824  10.75 
282.7  83.522  300.6  10.75 
282.7  283.5105  00.343  10.75 
282.7  283.499  300.05  10.75 
282.7  283.486  99.812  10.75 
282.7  283.479  299.646  10.75 
282.7  283.463  299.309  10.75 
282.7  283.454  299.08  10.75 
282.7  283.44  298.778  10.75 
282.7  283.428  298.5  10.75 
282.7  283.418  298.242  10.75 
282.7  283.412  298.057  10.75 
282.7  283.398  297.739  10.75 
282.7  283.393  97.592  10.75 
282.7  283.3771  297.223  10.75 
282.7  283.3726  97.064  10.75 
282.7  283.3604  296.821  10.75 
282.7  283.348  296.546  10.75 
282.7  283.3336  296.272  10.75 
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282.7  283.224  293.525  10.75 
282.7  283.2102  293.268  10.75 
282.7  283.1982  293.005  10.75 
282.7  283.1897  292.846  10.75 
282.7  

10.75 
75 300.75

. 055  300.531
3 891  300.227
3 882  300.01
. 737  299.736
. 626  299.504
. 527  299.218
. 438  299.044
. 332  298.794
. 229  298.513
. 114  298.216
. 989  298.022
. 898  297.775
. 721  297.571
. 597  297.21
. 519  297.011
8 .74  296.747
. 316  296.52
. 094  296.017
. 953  295.74
. 867  295.523
. 754  295.228
. 627  295.022
. 555  294.754
3 646  294.513
. 319  294.285
. 263  294.073
. 109  293.704
. 998  293.51
. 859  293.251
. 744  293.04
. 656  292.774
3 555  292.515
. 433  292.224

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

283.179  
283.9263

292.622  
301.06  

10.75 
283.1  
283.1  

 
 283.91

283
 
 

10.75 
10.75 283.1  9

283.1  28 .  10.75 
283.1  28 .  10.75 
283.1  283 8  10.75 
283.1  283 8  10.75 
283.1  283 8  10.75 
283.1  283 8  10.75 
283.1  283 8  10.75 
283.1  283 8  10.75 
283.1  283 8  10.75 
283.1  283 7  10.75 
283.1  283 7  10.75 
283.1  283 7  10.75 
283.1  283 7  10.75 
283.1  283 7  10.75 
283.1  2 3  10.75 
283.1  283 7  10.75 
283.1  283 7  10.75 
283.1  283 6  10.75 
283.1  283 6  10.75 
283.1  283 6  10.75 
283.1  283 6  10.75 
283.1  283 6  10.75 
283.1  28 .  10.75 
283.1  283 6  10.75 
283.1  283 6  10.75 
283.1  283 6  10.75 
283.1  283 5  10.75 
283.1  283 5  10.75 
283.1  283 5  10.75 
283.1  283 5  10.75 
283.1  28 .  10.75 
283.1  283 5  10.75 
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A.2. Data set for SAM (n-octadecyl mercaptan ) coated copper tube operated at 
vacuum pressure (33.86 kPa). 
 
 

C inlet 
te   

Co tlet 
K  

 

Vapor S
temp. Tsat
 

Coolant flow rate 
(gal/min) 
 

10.75 
10.75 
10.75 
10.75 
10.75 
10.75 
10.75 
10.75 

2 10.75 
2 10.75 
2 10.75 
2 10.75 
2 10.75 
28 10.75 
2 10.75 
2 10.75 
2 10.75 
2 10.75 

282.65  10.75 
282.65  10.75 
282.65  10.75 
282.65  10.75 
282.65  10.75 
282.65  283.2853 10.75 
282.65  10.75 
282.65  10.75 
282.65  10.75 
282.65  10.75 
282.65  28 10.75 
282.65  2 10.75 
282.65  10.75 
282.65  10.75 
282.65  10.75 

10.75 
10.75 
10.75 
10.75 

2 10.75 
2 10.75 
2 10.75 

10.75 
10.75 

2 10.75 
10.75 

oolant 
mp. Tin (K)

olant ou
temp. Tout ( )
 

aturation 
 (K) 

 
282.3  283.3745  297.023  
282.3  283.345  296.597  
282.3  283.3065  296.054  
282.3  283.2677 

2
 295.516  

282.3  83.2364  295.078  
282.3  283.1954  294.518  
282.3  283.1636 

2
 294.077  

282.3  83.1288  293.597  
282.3  83.0858  293.001  
282.3  83.0547  292.572  
282.3  83.0138  292.009  
282.3  82.9852 

8
 291.598  

282.3  2.9461  291.048  
282.3  2.9125  290.584  
282.3  82.8746 

8
 290.061  

282.65  3.0872  288.5  
282.65 
282.65  

 83.1105 
8

 288.818  
3.1401  289.233

2
 

283.1639  89.562  
283.1845 
2

 289.845  
83.2115  290.211  

283.2388  290.587
2

 
283.2574  90.845  

 291.225  
283.3065  291.516  

283.332  291.875
2

 
283.3591  92.253  

283.39  292.695  
3.4457  293.459  

83.5003  294.216  
283.5409 
2

 294.78  
83.5608  295.049  
283.605 

2
 295.695

2
 

282.3  82.7625  88.492  
282.3  282.8373  289.501  
282.3  282.8719 

2
 289.952  

282.3  82.9033  290.412  
282.3  82.9446  290.974  
282.3  82.9705  291.326  
282.3  83.0179  291.973  
282.3  283.0452 

2
 292.345  

282.3  83.0873  292.915  
282.3 
282.3  

 83.1178 
283.16 

 
 

293.341
293.919
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282.3  283.1856  294.273  10.75 
2 10.75 
2 10.75 

10.75 
283.65  
283.65  
283.65  2
283.65  2
283.65  
283.65  2
283.65  
283.65  2
283.65  
283.65  
283.65  
283.65  
283.65  
283.65  
283.65  
283.65  
283.65  2
283.65  
283.65  
283.65  

283.2  284.3608  299.15  11 
283.2  284.3321  298.728  11 
283.2  284.312  298.448  11 
283.2  284.2888  298.104  11 
283.2  284.2783  297.95  11 
283.2  284.2501  297.559  11 
283.2  284.2184  297.118  11 
283.2  284.2028  296.892  11 
283.2  284.1705  296.46  11 
283.2  284.15  296.142  11 
283.2  284.13  295.865  11 
283.2  284.105  295.509  11 
283.2  284.0814  295.181  11 
283.2  284.054  294.798  11 
283.2  284.0314  294.481  11 
283.2  284.005  294.11  11 
283.2  283.9839  293.815  11 
283.2  283.9606  293.486  11 
283.2  283.934  293.121  11 
283.2  283.912  292.812  11 
283.2  283.886  292.455  11 
283.2  283.866  292.171  11 
283.2  283.8355  291.749  11 
283.2  283.815  291.464  11 
283.2  283.791  291.135  11 

282.3  83.2282  294.853  
282.3  83.2597  295.322  
282.3  283.298  295.887  

284.07  289.217  11 
284.1153  289.828  11 

84.1469  290.267  11 
84.1898  290.833  11 

284.2269  291.337  11 
84.2551  291.719  11 

284.2907  292.216  11 
84.336  292.844  11 

284.3653  293.251  11 
284.4104  293.867  11 

284.433  294.199  11 
284.481  294.881  11 
284.497  295.131  11 
284.518  295.456  11 
284.541  295.819  11 
284.56  296.114  11 
284.58  96.422  11 

284.609  296.833  11 
284.63  297.157  11 

284.653  297.519  11 
283.2  284.38  299.434  11 
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283.2  283.7675  290.815  11 
283.2  283.739  290.423  11 
283.2  283.716  290.111  11 
283.2  283.695  289.823  11 
283.2   

116 11 
283.61 288.796
283.6 9  

283.64 6  
283.61 6  

282.873 6  
282. 5  

282.93 5  
282.98 3  
283.01 3  
283.05 4  
283.09 8  

283.1 7  
283.1 7  

283.20 8  
283.24 291.34  

283.27 9  
283.3089 8  
283.347 6  
283.377 6  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

283.665  
283.6425  

289.419
289.

11 
283.2  
283.2  

 
 9  

65  
11 
11 283.2  289.41

283.2  25  289.11 11 
283.2  9  288.79 11 
282.6  2  286.28 11 
282.6  91

69  
  286.79 11 

282.6  287.16 11 
282.6  03  287.75 11 
282.6  87  288.28 11 
282.6  6

44  
2  288.80 11 

282.6  289.32 11 
282.6  29  289.80 11 
282.6  65  290.30 11 
282.6  38  290.83 11 
282.6  04  11 
282.6  5  291.82 11 
282.6    292.30 11 
282.6  2  292.83 11 
282.6  1  293.25 11 
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A.3. Data set for SAM (Stearic acid) coated copper tube operated at vacuum 
pressure (33.86 kPa). 
 
 

let 
te  

mp. Tout (K) 
 

temp. Tsat (K) 
 

 rate 
(gal/min) 
 

28 301.90 .25 
28 301.58 .25 

2 301.2 .25 
301.781 .25 
300.959 .25 

2 300.78 .25 
28 300.40 .25 
2 300.11 .25 

299.85 .25 
2 299.60 .25 
2 299.36 .25 
2 299.1 .25 
284 298.86 .25 
2 298.53 .25 

298.3 .25 
2 298.05 .25 

297.72 .25 
297.52 .25 
297.12 .25 
296.85 .25 
296.52 .25 
296.151 .25 

2 295.87 .25 
2 295.54 .25 

295.15 .25 
294.73 .25 
294.59 .25 
294.16 .25 
293.67 .25 
293.27 .25 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Coolant in
mp. Tin (K) 

Coolant outlet 
te

 

Vapor Saturation 

 

Coolant flow

283.8  4.6188  8  11
283.8  4.6034  3  11
283.8  84.579  3  11
283.8  284.604   11
283.8  284.57   11
283.8  84.5652  2  11
283.8  4.5514  1  11
283.8  84.5367  1  11
283.8  284.536  9  11
283.8  84.5307  3  11
283.8  84.5241  6  11
283.8  84.5204  7  11
283.8  .5111  6  11
283.8  84.5026  4  11
283.8  284.489  4  11
283.8  84.48  3  11
283.8  284.468  7  11
283.8  284.455  7  11
283.8  284.44  4  11
283.8  284.425  8  11
283.8  284.41  3  11
283.8  284.39   11
283.8  84.375  6  11
283.8  84.367  4  11
283.8  284.35  3  11
283.8  284.33  4  11
283.8  284.319  3  11
283.8  284.3  6  11
283.8  284.28  6  11
283.8  284.265  7  11
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A.4. Data set for SAM (n- y  mercaptan ) coated copper tube operated at 
atmo c pressure (101
 

Cool t 
mp. Tin (K)  

Coolant
temp. T

Vapor S
temp. Tsat (
  

Coolant flow 
rate (gal/min

290.52  291.381  300.882  11.25 
290.52  291.33  300.215  11.25 
290.52  291.35  300.514  11.25 
290.52  291.32  300.071  11.25 
290.52  291.375  300.86  11.25 
290.52  291.358  300.59  11.25 
290.52  291.325  300.148  11.25 
290.51  291.38  300.875  11.25 
290.51  291.362  300.631  11.25 
290.51  291.338  300.271  11.25 
290.51  291.372  300.728  11.25 
290.51  291.347  300.404  11.25 
290.51  291.333  300.207  11.25 
290.51  291.3  299.758  11.25 
290.51  291.255  299.224  11.25 
290.51  291.218  298.772  11.25 
290.51  291.2  298.533  11.25 
290.51  291.166  298.154  11.25 
290.51  291.148  297.925  11.25 
290.51  291.117  297.552  11.25 
290.51  291.078  297.101  11.25 
290.52  291.067  296.851  11.25 
290.52  291.04  296.53  11.25 
290.52  291.01  296.185  11.25 
290.52  290.98  295.834  11.25 
290.52  290.961  295.585  11.25 
290.52  290.918  295.117  11.25 
290.52  290.895  294.837  11.25 
290.52  290.853  294.348  11.25 
290.52  290.827  294.046  11.25 
290.52  290.803  293.767  11.25 
290.52  290.784  293.55  11.25 
290.52  290.766  293.329  11.25 
290.52  290.727  292.889  11.25 
290.52  290.706  292.64  11.25 

290.8  290.905  292  11 
290.8  290.95  292.509  11 
290.8  291.01  293.245  11 
290.8  291.076  294  11 
290.8  291.143  294.77  11 
290.8  291.18  295.229  11 
290.8  291.225  295.77  11 
290.8  291.268  296.3  11 
290.8  291.345  297.222  11 
290.8  291.388  297.7  11 

octadec l
spheri  kPa). 

ant inle
te

 outlet 
out (K) 

  

aturation 
K) ) 
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290.8  291.43  298.2  11 
291  291.665  298.8  11 
291  

2 845 11 
11 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

291.698  
291.75

299.2  
299.

11 
291  
291  

 
 

 
 291.785 300.25

300.882   
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A.5. Data set for Turbo-CDI  operated at vacuum pressure (33.86 kPa) 
 

Coolant inlet 
temp. Tin (K)  

Coolant outlet 
temp. Tout (K) 
  

Vapor Saturation 

29
2
2
2

2
2 2
2

2

29

2

2
29
29 2

2 2
2 2
29

2

2
2

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

temp. Tsat (K) 
  

Coolant flow rate 
(gal/min) 
 

292.61  293.255  3.255  11.25 
292.61  293.253  93.253  11.25 
292.58  293.225  93.225  11.25 

292.6  293.23  93.23  11.25 
292.6  93.227  293.227  11.25 

92.643  293.258  93.258  11.25 
92.624  293.232  293.232  11.25 
292.63  293.232  293.232  11.25 
292.62  293.213  293.213  11.25 
292.51  293.103  93.103  11.25 
292.52  293.1  293.1  11.25 

2.591  293.16  293.16  11.25 
292.63  293.19  293.19  11.25 
292.65  293.2  293.2  11.25 
92.662  293.2  293.2  11.25 
292.6  293.13  293.13  11.25 

92.662  293.18  293.18  11.25 
2.662  293.17  293.17  11.25 
2.742  93.32  293.32  10.75 

292.96  293.54  293.54  10.75 
92.973  93.574  293.574  10.75 
292.95  93.562  93.562  10.75 
292.88  3.505  293.505  10.75 
92.805  293.445  293.445  10.75 
292.89  293.53  293.53  10.75 
292.84  293.5  293.5  10.75 
292.81  293.47  293.47  10.75 
292.76  293.44  293.44  10.75 
92.835  293.523  293.523  10.75 
92.853  293.523  293.523  10.75 
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A.6. Data set for SAM (n-octadecyl mercaptan ) coated Turbo-CDI  operated at 
vacuum pressure (33.86 kPa) 

Coolant inlet 
Coolant outlet 

 
Vapor Saturation 

Coolant flow rate 

65 290.023 5.1 11.25 
11.25 
11.25 
11.25 
11.25 
11.25 

2 11.25 
2 11.25 

2 11.25 
11.25 
11.25 
11.25 
11.25 

289.62  2 11.25 
11.25 

2 11.25 
289.61  11.25 

11.25 
11.25 
11.25 
11.25 

2 11.25 
3 11.25 

2 3 11.25 
3 11.25 
3 11.25 
3 11.25 

29 11.25 
3 11.25 

2 3 11.25 
2 11.25 

3 11.25 
10.75 

2 2 10.75 
10.75 

2 10.75 
2 10.75 

2 10.75 
10.75 

2 2 3 10.75 
289.25  10.75 

10.75 
2 10.75 
2 3 10.75 

10.75 

temp. Tin (K)  
289.

temp. Tout (K) 
 temp. Tsat (K)  

29

(gal/min) 
 

   
289.65  290.038  295.34  
289.66  290.058  295.52  
289.65  290.068  295.8  
289.65  290.08  296.015  
289.64  290.083  296.27  
289.64  90.096  296.512  
289.62  290.095  96.751  
289.58  90.075  297.074  
289.58  290.086  297.27  
289.58  290.1  297.501  

289.6  290.14  297.761  
289.61  290.158  298.026  

290.18  98.265  
289.62  290.188  298.501  
289.62  90.194  298.742  

290.194  299.023  
289.6  290.195  299.272  
289.6  290.2  299.483  

289.58  290.201  299.77  
289.59  290.23  300.029  
289.66  90.31  300.53  
289.66  290.3  00.276  
289.72  90.381  00.725  
289.78  290.45  01.026  
289.87  290.541  01.503  
289.83  290.504  01.285  
289.87  0.556  301.86  
289.87  290.565  02.044  
289.87  90.573  02.292  
289.87  90.588  302.513  
289.87  290.587  02.778  
289.46  289.912  296.012  
289.37  89.854  96.503  
289.02  289.556  297.02  

289  289.57  97.551  
289.03  89.625  298.025  
89.055  289.675  298.507  
289.05  289.695  299.045  
89.073  89.773  00.504  

289.967  301.05  
289.16  289.9  301.54  
89.184  289.94  302.1  
89.184  289.96  02.557  
289.25  290.039  303.057  
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A.7. Dat SAM (n y  mercaptan te  Turbo-CDI ated at 
atmosph ure (101
 

Coolant 
temp. Tin (K)  

Coolant
temp. T
  

Vapor Satura
temp. Tsat (K)  

Coolant flow rate 
(gal/min) 
 

289.52  289.975  296.094  11 
289.52  289.985  296.28  11 
289.57  290.048  296.53  11 
289.57  290.065  296.819  11 
289.55  290.058  297.055  11 
289.55  290.07  297.261  11 
289.55  290.083  297.52  11 
289.52  290.07  297.826  11 
289.53  290.088  298.038  11 
289.52  290.097  298.277  11 
289.54  290.13  298.572  11 
289.54  290.146  298.874  11 

289.5  290.116  299.03  11 
289.48  290.104  299.273  11 
289.43  290.08  299.817  11 

289.4  290.062  300.077  11 
289.38  290.053  300.273  11 
289.36  290.043  300.564  11 
289.37  290.067  300.842  11 
289.39  290.094  301.084  11 
289.39  290.1  301.23  11 
289.37  290.095  301.54  11 
289.37  290.11  301.85  11 
289.37  290.116  302.04  11 
289.36  290.107  302.24  11 
289.34  290.099  302.53  11 
289.34  290.1  302.85  11 
289.34  290.102  303.12  11 
288.05  288.89  303.12  10.5 
288.05  288.88  302.815  10.5 
288.05  288.883  302.55  10.5 
288.06  288.885  302.276  10.5 
288.08  288.89  301.89  10.5 
288.11  288.913  301.575  10.5 
288.14  288.926  301.14  10.5 
288.15  288.93  300.872  10.5 
288.17  288.932  300.506  10.5 
288.19  288.934  300.113  10.5 
288.19  288.93  299.88  10.5 

288.2  288.932  299.55  10.5 
288.25  288.953  299.22  10.5 
288.29  288.978  298.875  10.5 
288.34  289.01  298.56  10.5 
288.37  289.025  298.221  10.5 
288.43  289.058  297.816  10.5 

a set for -octadec l  ) coa d  oper
eric press  kPa) 

inlet 
 outlet 
out (K) tion 
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288.43  289.044  297.55  10.5 
288.43  289.025  297.2  10.5 
288.47  296.82  

1 10.5 
289.03 10.5 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

289.038  
289.03

10.5 
288.48  
288.

 
 

296.551  
52  6 296  
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A.8. Data set for Turbo-CSL  operated at vacuum pressure (33.86 kPa) 
 

Coolant inlet 
Coolant outlet 

 
Vapor Saturation 

Coolant flow rate 

.5 294 3.5 11 

2

2 2

29 2
2 293

2
293.53  

29
293.32  

2
2 2
29 293
29 2
29 2

293.32  2
293.31  2

2
2

2

29
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

temp. Tin (K)  
293

temp. Tout (K) 
 temp. Tsat (K)  

29

(gal/min) 
 

   
293.52  294.03  293.52  11 

293.554  294.08  293.554  11 
293.567  294.106  293.567  11 

93.585  294.14  293.585  11 
293.61  294.172  293.61  11 
93.593  94.174  293.593  11 
293.58  294.175  293.58  11 

3.574  294.181  93.574  11 
93.565  294.187  .565  11 
293.55  94.187  293.55  11 

294.18  293.53  11 
293.5  294.165  293.5  11 
3.339  294.025  293.339  11 

294.02  293.32  11 
93.318  294.026  293.318  11 
93.347  94.06  293.347  11 

3.347  294.07  .347  11 
3.348  94.083  293.348  11 
3.348  294.085  93.348  11 

293.34  294.08  293.34  11 
294.07  93.32  11 
94.068  293.31  11 

293.2  93.97  293.2  11 
293.12  293.7  93.12  10.5 

293.134  293.73  293.134  10.5 
293.154  293.76  93.154  10.5 
293.16  293.775  293.16  10.5 
293.17  293.795  293.17  10.5 

293  293.72  293  10.5 
293  293.725  293  10.5 
293  293.723  293  10.5 
293  3.723  293  10.5 
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A.9. Data set for SAM (n-octadecyl mercaptan ) coated Turbo-CSL  operated at 
vacuum pressure (33.86 kPa) 
 

Coolant inlet 
temp. Tin (K)  

Coolant outlet 
temp. Tout (K) 
  

Vapor Saturation
temp. T

 
 (K) 

) 
 

3  11.25 
2 4  11.25 
2 1  11.25 

5  11.25 
5  11.25 
3  11.25 
2  11.25 
5  11.25 
8  11.25 
7  11.25 
6  11.25 
2  11.25 

2 1  11.25 
2 3  11.25 

2  11.25 
1  11.25 
0  11.25 
4  11.25 
3  11.25 
6  11.25 
1  11.25 
2  11.25 
1  11.25 

2 5   
28 6   
2 5   

2   
6   

2 8   
1   
1   
7   
1   
2   
7   
2   

2 8   
2 3   

289.41  290.12  301.25  10.6 
289.41  290.128  301.52  10.6 

sat  

Coolant flow rate 
(gal/min

289.57  290.04  296.0
89.561  290.05  296.31
89.568  290.072  296.59
289.57  290.085  296.81
289.55  290.081  297.09
289.57  290.11  297.30
289.59  290.144  297.60

289.6  290.164  297.8
289.61  290.174  29
289.61  290.18  298.2

289.9  290.466  298.51
289.91  290.484  298.7

289.9  90.483  299.01
289.9  90.488  299.23

289.55  290.186  299.57
289.57  290.2  299.73

289.6  290.243  30
289.7  290.34  300.25
289.7  290.352  300.5

289.76  290.42  300.8
289.8  290.47  301.
289.9  290.57  301.31

289.92  290.6  301.6
289.59  90.166  297. 10.6

9.575  290.167  297.74 10.6
89.576  290.19  298.1 10.6
289.55  290.174  298.31 10.6
289.55  290.182  298.5 10.6
289.51  90.152  298.80 10.6
289.53  290.175  299. 10.6

289.5  290.147  299.31 10.6
289.44  290.1  299.5 10.6

289.4  290.07  299.80 10.6
289.3  289.987  300.02 10.6
289.4  290.08  300.27 10.6

289.43  290.12  300.57 10.6
289.43  90.125  300. 10.6
289.41  90.116  301.0 10.6
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A.10. Data set for SAM (n-octadecyl mercaptan ) coated Turbo-CSL  operated at 
tmospheric pressure (101 kPa). 

ant inlet 
temp. Tin (K)  

Coolant outlet 
temp. Tout (K) 
  

Vapor 
Saturation temp. 
Tsat (K)  

Coolant flow rate 
(gal/min) 
 

289.75  290.13  295.01  11 
289.75  290.14  295.268  11 
289.71  290.119  295.52  11 
289.68  290.112  295.85  11 
289.68  290.128  296.12  11 
289.67  290.13 32  11 
289.67  290.145 59  11 
289.66  290.155  296.87  11 
289.66  290.165  297.1  11 
289.65  290.174  297.32  11 
289.65  290.184  297.518  11 
289.64  290.192  297.843  11 
289.64  290.21  298.08  11 
289.64  290.22  298.27  11 
289.63  290.225  298.53  11 
289.62  290.233  298.8  11 

289.6  290.225  299.05  11 
289.58  290.224  299.28  11 
289.58  290.235  299.54  11 
289.58  290.25  299.82  11 
289.58  290.259  300.02  11 
289.56  290.248  300.23  11 
289.56  290.26  300.51  11 
289.51  290.23  300.83  11 

289.5  290.233  301.06  11 
289.49  290.23  301.24  11 
289.49  290.239  301.51  11 
289.48  290.248  301.85  11 
289.48  290.26  302.03  11 
289.47  290.262  302.28  11 
289.47  290.267  302.5  11 
289.47  290.272  302.83  11 
289.46  290.27  303.1  11 
289.46  290.267  303.31  11 
289.46  290.272  303.6  11 
289.45  290.278  303.82  11 
289.41  290.25  304.05  11 
289.41  290.26  304.25  11 

 
 
 
 
 
 

a
 

Cool

 296.3
 296.5
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ABSTRACT 
gs have been created through self-assembled 

y u, 0.1% P) surfaces to 
ugh dropwise condensation. The use 

Ms) facilitates the deposition of 
e  molecules are 

rface is oxidized to copper oxide on 
copper 

is ion to form the 
used to form an 

 system with a 
ing that such a 
negligible heat 

r  compared to 
increased the 
 copper alloy 

Contact angle 
m ion mode for 

ning dropwise 
ing conditions. 

dropwise condensation, organic coatings, mono-

 

INTRODUCTION 
WC) exhibits a significantly higher 

heat transfer coefficient than film wise condensation when properly 
nsfer associated with this mode 

is cons ly less than that associated with the filmwise mode. A 
aterial and space can be saved if the 

presupposition o ensation, which is normally the basis 
for condenser design calculations, could be changed to DWC. Up to 

now, there have been few literature reports on the industrial 
applications of dropwise condensation. The reason is that filmwise 
condensation is very common situation, where as DWC requires 
special long-life surfaces. Over the past few decades, considerable 
attention has been paid toward the development of suitable DWC 
promoters [1, 2]. Erb and Thelen [3] have used coatings of inorganic 

pounds such as metal sulfides. They have tested for a number of 
sulfided metal surfaces and found out that a sample of sulfided silver 
on mild steel showed excellent dropwise condensation for more than 
10,000 hrs. Extensive condensation studies were made by Erb and 
Thelen [3], Woodruff and Westwater [4-6], using noble metal-plated 
surfaces such as silver, gold, rhodium, palladium, chromium, and 
platinum. Gold and silver have been to known to consistently show 
xcellent dropwise characteristics. However, the hydrophobic 

characteristics of these noble metals as DWC promoters have been 
controversial in the literature [7]. The noble metals initially have very 
high surface energy and tend to be completely wet by water. But on 
contamination with absorbed carboneous matter, the surfaces, 
especially gold-plated surfaces, gradually become hydrophobic, 
exhibiting dropwise characteristics but the problem using noble metal 

as the cost incurred in manufacturing such surfaces. Organic 
materials have also received considerable attention for their 
hydrophobic capabilities to promote DWC. Holden and Wanniarachchi 
[8] have evaluated fourteen different types of polymer coatings for 
their ability to promote DWC. Nine of the coatings employed a 
fluropolymer as a major constituent, four employed hydrocarbons and 
one a silicone. Their results indicated that the heat transfer coefficients 
of steam DWC for surfaces coating with organic films are as large as 
3-8 times that of film condensation for smooth surfaces. Haraguchi 
and Shimada [9], proposed polyvinylidene chloride coatings as a 
promoter of DWC, they cleaned the condenser surface till no scratches 
were found then dipped in ethanol and left to air dry, after air drying 
the surface was coated with polyvinylidene chloride, they claimed that 
its processing cost was much cheaper than other methods used 
previously even for a large area coating surface. The condensation heat 
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Hydrophobic coatin
mono la ers (SAMs) on copper alloy (99.9% C
enhance steam condensation thro
of self-assembled monolayers (SA
desirabl  films that are only as thick as the composite
long.  A polished copper alloy su
treatment with the hydrogen peroxide solution and the oxidized 
surface  reduced by the n-octadecyl mercaptan solut
ultra thin organic film.  Stearic acid solution was also 
ultra thin organic film on the surface. In general, a SAM
long-chain, hydrophobic group is nano-resistant, mean
system forms a protective hydrophobic layer with 
transfer esistance but a much stronger bond. When
complete filmwise condensation, the SAM coating 
condensation heat transfer rate by a factor of 3 for
surfaces, under vacuum condition (33.86 kPa). 
measure ents are used to pre-determine the condensat
the SAM coated surfaces. Lifetime of maintai
condensation is greatly dependent on the process
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transfer coefficient was more than 20 times that for film condensation. 
They conducted experiments for various coating thickness and found 
that 10 µm coating retained fair dropwise condensation over 21,568 
hrs. Ma et al [10] have conducted experiments to study DWC on 
vertical brass tubes coated with ultra thin polymers which were created 
by plasma polymerization and dynamic ion-beam mixed implantation 
technique. They concluded that heat transfer enhancements were 20 
times higher than film condensation. Zhao et al [11] employed ion-
implanting technology to prepare surface alloys which possess low 

y used He, Ar, N, and H 
ively to produce four kinds of surface alloys of copper and 

observed good dropwise phenomena for all the four surface alloys. Ma 
[12] used dynamic ion-beam mixed implantation (DIMI) technique to 
prepare an ultra-thin PTFE film on various substrates under different 
processing conditions. The experimental results indicated that 
condensation heat transfer rate coefficient was increased by 1.6-28.6 
times of film condensation values for the brass tubes treated with 
various conditions. Das [13] attempted to use an organic mono-layer 
coating to promote dropwise condensation of steam on various tube 
substrates. They concluded that SAM coating increased the 
condensation heat transfer coefficient by factors of 4 for gold coated 
aluminum, and by about 5 for copper and copper –nickel tubes, the 
durability of the bonding has not been determined. 

In general, organic coatings are difficult to maintain, and require 
stron

A        Outside area of the test tube (m2)        

∆T       Surface sub-cool
cp        Specific heat (J/kg K)                                     
ucw       Coolant velocity (m/s) 
Di        Inside diameter of tube (m)                                     
Do       Outside diameter of tube (m)                         
hc         Heat transfer coefficient (W/m2K)                 
U         Overall heat transfer coefficient (W/m2K)     
l           Length of the tu                         
Nu       Nusselt number hDo/λ                                    
Pr        Prandtl number cpµ/λ                                        
Qw       Heat transfer rate (W)                                       
q          Heat flux (W/m2)                                             
Re        Reynolds number ucw l/ν                                 
K         Thermal conductivity of the tube (W/m K)      
Cu-1   Plain copper allo                         
SAM-1 n-octadecyl mercaptan coated surface 
SAM-2 Stearic acid coated surface 
 
Greek symbols 
λ         Thermal conductivity(W/m K) 
µ        Viscosity (N s/m2) 
ν         Kinematic viscosity (m2/s) 
 
Subscripts 
i         Inlet of cooling water 
o        Exit of cooling water 
LMTD  Log mean temperature diff. 
w        Cooling water side tube wall 
s         Saturation state 
 

 
1. SELF-ASSEMBLED MONOLAYER COATINGS: 

The use of self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) facilitates the 
deposition of desirable films that are only as thick as the composite 
molecules are long.  The attendant advantage of such nano-tailored 
heat transfer surfaces fabricated by the molecular self-assembly 
manufacturing accrues from the effective construction of well-ordered 
thin films of hydrophobic molecules on metal surfaces.  In general, a 
SAM system with a long-chain, hydrophobic group is nano-resistant, 
meaning that such a system forms a protective hydrophobic layer with 
low heat transfer resistance but much stronger bond than that of other 
organic promoters. Therefore, the ability to tailor the surface 
properties of the metal substrate using SAMs provides a new 
capability of controlling behavior of working fluids on a heat transfer 
surface and can lead to significantly improved heat transfer rates. In 
this experimentation we have used two different kinds of SAM 
coatings, n-octadecyl mercaptan (SAM-1) and stearic acid (SAM-2). 

1.1. Formation of an ultra thin film of n-octadecyl mercaptan on the 
surface [14]: 

of 3/4" OD and 2.5 ft. 
, was finely polished till no surface scratches were found.  An 

oxide layer is formed on the surface of the copper by immersing the 
copper tube into 30% hydrogen peroxide solution for 8hr, while 
stirring using a stir bar. The tube was then removed from the hydrogen 
peroxide solution and immersed into a 2.5mM solution of n-octadecyl 
mercaptan in ethanol for 15hr. A thin film of the organic compound 
formed on the surface of the copper was washed with absolute ethanol 
and dried. The or molecules 
are attached to the metal ox

The oxidation of the copper surface using hydrogen peroxide is 
shown in the following reaction: 

 
 

                     2 Cu + H2O2                   2 CuO + H2    
 
    

The alkanethiols reduce the copper oxide layer with the formation 
f the corresponding disulfide as shown in the following reaction: 

 
 

          2 HSC18H37  +  CuO                    (SC18H37)2  +  Cu  +  H2O 
 
 

The monolayer or the organic film is deposited on the reduced 
ace by the following reaction: 

 
 

      HSC18H37  +  Cu        
 
 
1.2 Formation of an ultra thin film of stearic acid on the surface [14]: 

The surface of the copper alloy tube was finely polished till no 
surface scratches were found and placed in 30% hydrogen peroxide 
(H2O ) for six hours at room temperature. The surface of the copper 
tube was oxidized using H2O2. The copper tube was removed from the 
hydrogen perox tes. Then the 
tube was placed xane. After a 
period of eight hours the tube w  from the organic acid 
solution and washed with hexane. The tube was left to air dry for three 
hours and then tested for the hydrophobic layer using water as the 
wetting solvent. The surface of the tube was hydrophobic and the layer 

as uniform. In this system the stearic acid molecules attach to the 
ace by hydrogen boding to the oxide coating. 

surface energy in the metallic surface. The
respect

g, long term adhesion forces between the coating and the metal 
substrate. Usually, the thicker the coating, the better its resistance to 
erosion, but due to its low thermal conductivity, thick organic coatings 
add to the heat transfer resistance and affects the DWC performance 
[7]. The use of SAM’s looks promising because of the strong covalent 
bonding of the coating to the condensing surface. 

 
 

NOMENCLATURE 
o

mw           Mass flow rate (kg/s)  

 
 

A copper alloy tube, with dimensions 
length

ganic film produced by self assembly of 
ide surface by covalent bonds.  

ing (K) 

o

be (m)            

copper surf

                      C18H37SCu  +  1/2  H2 y surface      

2

ide solution and left to dry for 20 minu
 in a 2.5mM solution of steric acid in he

as removed

w
copper surf
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During this copper-brass condenser 
tubes to c ristics. These mono layers 
appear to offer a strong potential for long term DWC promoters, 

though durability tests are yet to be conducted. The experiments 
ere conducted in a horizontal single tube condensation apparatus. A 

brief description of the experimental program and the apparatus 
follows. 

 

2.  EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 
g of the constructed test 
iler, chiller, vacuum pump, 

moisture trapper and the condenser. The condenser design was a 
closed system made of carbon steel. The condensing chamber is 
designed in flexible manner in order to test for various tube 
geometries. The test section also contains a viewing port on both sides 
that has magnetic wipers as well to wipe off any water that condensate 
on th  port. The condensing chamber is tested for any leaks in 
order to minimize the detrimental effect of non-condensable [15-16] to 
the condensation process. The condensing chamber is properly 
insulated in order to avoid energy losses to the atmosphere. Vacuum 
pump is used to create vacuum inside the condenser chamber. Steam is 
being generated from the boiler with a total heating capacity of 1650 
W, with a controller.   

The steam generated from the boiler flows vertically downwards 
across the horizontal condenser tube through which the cold water 
flows, that allows for condensation to form. The outside diameter of 
the enser tube is ¾”. There are thermocouples placed at the 
entrance of the cool water into the test section as well as the exit. 
There are also thermocouples and a pressure gauge placed at various 
places of the test section. The thermocouples were connected to a data 
acquisition system (FLUKE Data Bucket) where the temperatures are 
monitored and stored.  

 
2.1. Repeatability and Uncertainty. 

The tests were repeated for each tube at same vacuum pressure 
conditions in order to obtain repeatability and achieve confidence in 
the data. 

The uncertainty in the reduced data and calculated quantities were 
also determined. The temperatures of the inlet and outlet cooling water 
and steam temperatures were measured with calibrated copper-
constantan T- type thermocouple of ± 0.5o C accuracy.  The flow rate 
of the coolant was measured using a SIGNET rotor-X flow sensor 
which is connected to an SIGNET battery operated flow meter for 
reading the data. The accuracy of the flow rate measured was ± 2% of 
the full range.  The uncertainties in the independent variables were 
measured/estimated and calculated using Coleman and Steele [17] 
analysis. An uncertainty of 2% was found in the values of overall heat 
transfer coefficient, 2% for heat transfer rate and 4% in the 
condensation heat transfer coefficient respectively. 
 

 study, SAMs were formed on 
study their condensation chara te

al
w

 

Fig. 1 shows a schematic drawin
apparatus, which is connected with the bo

e viewing

cond

 
FIG.1. APPARATUS SCHEMATIC 

 

 

3.  EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
The coolant velocity in the tube was varied from 1.4 to 3.2 m/s, 

correspondingly to Reynolds numbers ranging from 19500 to 45100. 
The heat transfer rate to the condensation tube was determined from 
(1) the mass flow rate and the temperature rise of the coolant in the 
tube as 

 
 

                                                           (1) 

 
 
Qw is used to calculate the overall heat transfer coefficient, U, 

with the log mean temperature difference: 
 
 

)( iToTpcwmwQ −=  

)/( LMTDToAwQU ∆=                                                              (2) 
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−
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−
=∆                                                               (3) 

 
 
The convective heat transfer coefficient for cooling water inside 

t  

 
                                                               (4) 

 
 
The mean condensation heat transfer coefficient, hc, on the 

outside of the tube was determined by subtracting the inside and wall 
thermal resistances from the overall thermal resistance, or 

 
 

he tube was determined by the following experimental correlation,
reported earlier for relatively short tubes [12]: 
 

   353.075.0 PrRe062.0=Nu
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The surface sub-cooling temperature ∆T, was hence obtained 
from dividing of the mean heat transfer rate, q, by the average 
condensation heat transfer coefficient. 
 
 

o

w
A
Q

q =                                                   
ch
qT =∆  

 

con or 
pure  the 
well known Nusselt’s correlation [18]. 

 
 

4. R
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As a check, experimentally determined heat flux and 

densation heat transfer coefficient measured with this apparatus f
filmwise condensation on a bare tube compared well with

ESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A series of tests were carried out at vacuum conditions, for 
us combinations of tubes and coatings: namely, SAM (Stearic 
 on copper alloy, SAM (n-octadecyl mercaptan) on copper alloy. 

s were also conducted for the case of filmwise condensation on 
 copper alloy tubes to establish a baseline. 
 
 
Contact angle 
A CAM-100 type contact angle measurement apparatus with an 
acy of ±0.5o was used to measure the contact angles of liquids on 
AM coated plates at room temperature. If the contact angle is less 

 90o the liquid is said to wet the solid, and greater than 90o it is 
to be non-wetting. Figures (2, 3, and 4) shown below are the 
ct angle measurements for the copper alloy surface, stearic acid 
d surface and n-octadecyl mercaptan coated surface respectively. 
 
 

 
FIG.2. CONTACT ANGLE MEASUREMENT FOR COPPER     

ALLOY SURFACE. 
 

The contact angle of water on the condensing surface has been 
used to predetermine the condensation mode [1]. The measured 

contact angles are shown in Table 1. All the SAM coated surfaces 
prepared had contact angles greater than 90o. Therefore, dropwise 
steam condensation would be expected on all there surfaces. 

 
 

TABLE 1 CONTACT ANGLE MEASUREMENTS 
Surface no. Contact angle (deg) 
Cu-1 33.3o

SAM-1 148.5o

SAM-2 155.0o

 

 
FIG.3. CONTACT ANGLE MEASUREMENT FOR STEARIC 

ACID. 
 

 

 
FIG.4. CONTACT ANGLE MEASUREMENT FOR N-

OCTADECYL MERCAPTAN ON THE SURFACE. 
 

 
4.2. Overall Heat Transfer Coefficients 

The overall heat transfer coefficient (U), as defined in equation 
(2), is plotted in Fig. 5 as a function of the coolant velocity, ucw (or 
coolant flow rate). Data collected for filmwise condensation are also 
prepared. 
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The plot in Fig. 3 shows a parabolically increasing U with 
increasing ucw. The SAM-1 coated tube showed higher U up to 1.8-2.1 
times compared to FWC case and SAM-2 surface sustained DWC for 
only 30 min of experimentation and showed FWC and the data 
obtained was same as Cu-1. The ratio of the value of the of the overall 
heat transfer coefficient for DWC compared to FWC increases with 
increasing ucw since, as ucw increases, the outside resistance becomes 
more important. The results not only show the effect of DWC coatings, 
but also the effect of the thermal conductivity of the SAM coating 
tubes on the heat transfer enhancement, with higher thermal 
conductivity tubes yielding higher heat transfer rates. Fig. 6 shows the 
plot for overall heat transfer coefficient as a function of surface sub 
cooling. The overall heat transfer coefficient for SAM-1 tube is 
increased by 1.2-1.6 times over FWC.  
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AM OPERATED AT VACUUM. 

4.3. Condensation Heat Transfer Coefficient 
densable 

gages from the condensing chamber. Every run of experiments 
d at 

least once on a different day. Excellent dropwise condensation 
ents 

conducted on it. The SAM-2 surface sustained DWC for only 30 
 

electrostatic attraction of hydrogen bonding used in steric acid 
ay have 

been, the monolayer coating would have dissolved when operated 

condensation heat transfer coefficient and heat flux as a function 
 values for film 

condensation on bare copper-brass tube, the condensation heat 
 

the heat flux is enhanced by factor of 1.5 times. From the results 
o remarkable 

enhancement over bare copper-brass tube due to its filmwise 
plets 

all across the tube. Figure 9 shows a still frame from the video 
 SAM-1 

coated surface was larger than 130 deg., and no patches of any 
wise zones were observed. 

FIG.6. OVERALL HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT VERSUS 
VAPOR TO TUBE WALL TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE 

DURING DWC OF STE
 

 

Careful precautions were taken to get rid of the non-con

was kept operating more than 2 hrs. All tests were repeate

was obtained on the SAM-1 surface for all the experim

min of experimentation because it may be due to weak

molecules to bond to the tube surface. The other reason m

at higher temperatures. Fig (7-8) shows the variation of 

of surface sub cooling. Compared to the

transfer coefficient for SAM-1 is enhanced by a factor of 3 and

it is evident that the SAM-2 coated tube showed n

condensation phenomena. SAM-1 showed very discrete dro

recording of SAM-1 coated tube. The contact angle for

film
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FIG.7. CONDENSATION HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT 

VERSUS VAPOR TO TUBE WALL TEMPERATURE 
DIFFERENCE DURING DWC OF STEAM ON COATED 

TUBES OPERATED AT VACUUM. 
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FIG.8. HEAT TRANSFER RATE VERSUS VAPOR TO TUBE 
WALL TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE DURING DWC OF 
STEAM ON COATED TUBES OPERATED AT VACUUM. 
 

 

 

FIG.9. PHOTOGRAPH OF DROPWISE CONDENSATION ON 
SAM COATED SURFACE UNDER VACUUM CONDITION. 

 

 

5. DISCUSSION 
The experimental results reported in the present paper indicated 
that the SAM coating have a significant effect on the DWC heat 
transfer characteristics and the bonding of the SAM coating with 
metal substrate. The optimum surface bonding conditions for 
different systems of SAM and metal substrate remains a key 
problem for the DWC and their practical applications. More 
interests should be focused on the adhesion between metal and 
SAM coating in the future, other than heat transfer performance 
of DWC. It might be more feasible to enhance the adhesion of the 
coated SAM film with the metal substrate with a little loss of 
enhancing heat transfer performance. For example, the SAM film 
can be coated slightly thicker (a slight reduction of heat transfer 
performance) to ensure enough adhesion of the SAM coating with 
the metal substrate as long as the total heat transfer coefficient 
being increased to a certain extent. 

 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
The effects of various SAM coatings on the condensation heat 

transfer characteristics were investigated experimentally. Excellent 
dropwise was obtained on one of the SAM coated surfaces at vacuum 
conditions. SAMs have negligible heat transfer resistance. The 
coatings are characterized by the type of bonding it has with the metal 
substrate. The conclusions of this study can be summarized as follows: 
  1.  It is evident that from the results that there is an enhancement up 
to 3 times in condensation heat transfer rate for drop wise 
condensation over film wise condensation. 
  2.  Stearic acid coated tube had a contact angle of 155o (drop wise) 
but when the experiment was conducted it gradually turned to film 
wise condensation mode which is due to weak electrostatic attraction 
of hydrogen bonding to the tube surface and would have been 
dissolved when operated at high temperatures. 

  3.  From the studies it is found that bonding of the SAM coating to 
the metal substrate plays an important role in maintaining DWC. 
Covalent bonding is better than the hydrogen bonding of the SAM to 
the metal substrate due to its high electrostatic attraction. 
  4.  Contact angle measurements can be used to pre-determine the 
condensation mode for the SAM coated surfaces but, cannot truly 
predict the DWC characteristics until experiments were conducted as, 
in the case of stearic acid which has an contact of 155o but when 
experiments were carried out it did not show DWC mode. 
  5.  Though results obtained from DWC are very fascinating the real 
test would be how these results play when applied in commercial heat 
exchangers, which would be a real task ahead and should be evaluated 
for any further investigation in order to commercialize DWC concept 
which would greatly reduce the price involved in building a heat 
exchanger.  
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